
Fish options for those on a low histamine diet  Asad Khan, February 19, 2021 
(no guarantees of safety made- please make your own informed choice) 
 
1. Seafresh Quality Foods, Leigh, Lancashire 01942 609 647   
https://www.seafreshuk.com/ 
https://www.facebook.com/seafreshuk 
UK-wide delivery 
The really helpful Rhoda Moss answered in detail. Have pasted excerpts below: 
 
‘We have a few hundred customers with histamine intolerance now and we don’t know how you all cope to be 
honest!  
FISH WITH NO REACTIONS SO FAR 
Cod loins - frozen at Sea - skinless and boneless  
https://www.seafreshuk.com/cod-loins-north-atlantic/ 
Hake fillets - frozen at sea - skinless & boneless  
https://www.seafreshuk.com/hake-fillets-900g/ 
Haddock Loins 
https://www.seafreshuk.com/haddock-loins/ 
Salmon Fillets   
https://www.seafreshuk.com/salmon-fillets/ farmed, skinless & boneless this just works, frozen within 12 
hours at -70c they freeze much quicker than other companies do (Apart from frozen at sea of course) plus the 
temperature of freezing is colder than the average, whatever it is ....it works. 
  
FISH WITH A COUPLE OF REACTIONS IN ADULTS 
(Seems ok for children under 12) 
Seabass Fillets - this is not frozen at sea, its farmed and frozen within 12-16 hours but seems to be OK for 
children  
  
FISH TO AVOID - ALL HAVE HAD REACTIONS  
Tuna, Mackerel, Monkfish, Swordfish, Sardines, Kippers, Trout, Sole, Plaice, Dory, Tilapia, Shark... 
  
We know everyone is different so we can’t guarantee people won’t have reactions of course but the 
information we have gained has been really effective and helpful. Any reactions have been noted & kept up to 
date – so the above has been a wonderful guide for lots of people so far.  

 

Also the fish is best cooked from frozen, so there is no defrosting at all, oven bake in a foil parcel at 180C/ 

190C for 25 mins until cooked through. Its quick and easy ☺ Any questions at all PLEASE just ask.’ 
 
2. Regal Fish, Grimsby, Lincolnshire  01652 662 100 
 
UK wide delivery. Didn’t discuss which fish was safe but did assure me that this one is frozen at sea 
within an hour of catching 
https://www.regalfish.co.uk/seafood/white-fish/cape-hake-fillets-1kg-(frozen)/ 

 
3. Bradley’s Fish, Feltham  0208 890 4549 

 
Upon enquiring I was directed to the section of their website called ‘Frozen at Sea’. However this 
includes known culprits such as prawns, and there was little detail about how soon after catching 
the fish was frozen. Make your own decision. To me this looks like the only potential option as it’s 
South African hake similar to the suppliers above, and they say ‘frozen within a few hours’. 
https://bradleysfish.com/product/hake-fillets-4-54-kg-box/ 
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